MISSION
Oregon Episcopal School prepares students for higher education and lifelong learning by
inspiring intellectual, physical, social, emotional, artistic, and spiritual growth
so that they may realize their power for good as
citizens of local and world communities.

Oregon Episcopal School does not discriminate on the basis of race, sex, national or ethnic origin,
sexual orientation, or religious preference in the administration of its educational policies, athletics,
or other programs, or in the administration of its hiring and employment practices.
**Programs for PRE-K & K**

**EXPLORER**
9 AM-NOON

**OUTER SPACE**
JUNE 29-JULY 10 (no camp July 3)
Blow off in our rocket to see the planets from close up! Travel past the moon, past Jupiter, and on to Neptune. Look out for comets! Become an astronaut, scientist, and astronomer as we explore our solar system. Make your own rocket, create a star, and experiment with gravity.

**UNDER THE BIG TOP**
JULY 13-JULY 24
Step into the circus tent and see the most amazing things! Learn to juggle with scarves and practice circus performance arts, impressing friends and family. Help make a circus where you can choose your character. Create circus animals you will keep to continue the fun at home.

**CONSTRUCTION ZONE**
JULY 27-AUGUST 7
Put on your hard hat and tool belt as we head to the demolition and construction zone on site. Notice what is accomplished each day and record the heavy machinery used to do it. Draw your own architectural blueprint after studying ours. Hammer, pound, and build your own structure you can keep.

**BUG MANIA**
AUGUST 10-21
From beetles to butterflies, explore the beautiful world of bugs. Learn which ones help us, and watch composting worms in action. Capture specimens daily and view them through the microscope. Dress up in bug costumes. Create your favorites to take home.

**WHERE IN THE WORLD?**
JUNE 29-JULY 10 (no camp July 3)
FIELD TRIP: AMTRAK TRAIN FROM VANCOUVER
Let’s follow Waldo around the world and see if we can figure out his next adventure. See him next to the Eiffel Tower, a pyramid, and a cathedral—where is he? Learn about the places he visits and try out their local cuisine. Study the transportation systems he uses, from airplanes to trains.

**UNDER THE BIG TOP**
JULY 13-JULY 24
FIELD TRIP: OAKS PARK
Scop right up and get ready to star in the largest show on Earth! Become a clown and learn to juggle and do circus acrobatics. Create a costume for the circus show. Amazing animals from around the globe perform, so let’s get to know them. Step into the magic, lights, and action!

**CONSTRUCTION ZONE**
JULY 27-AUGUST 7
FIELD TRIP: INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO/CONSTRUCTION SITE DOWNTOWN
Become an architect, interior designer, and planner as we study the cranes, diggers, and excavators that will be working away this summer at OES. Put on your hard hat and let’s watch them demolish and build. Create your own architectural blueprint and construct a building of your dreams using tools we give you.

**BUG MANIA**
AUGUST 10-21
FIELD TRIP: INSECT ZOO AT THE OREGON ZOO
Beautiful butterflies, bees, and beetles will all be explored as we learn about bugs. Create your own majestic creature to keep. Use the microscope to see them up close as we collect various species. Study insects that help us as we investigate the plant cycle. Become your favorite bug in our drama production.

---

**Programs for GRADES 1-6**

**DISCOVERY**
8:30 AM-3:10 PM

**CONSTRUCTION ZONE**
JULY 27-AUGUST 7
FIELD TRIP: AMTRAK TRAIN FROM VANCOUVER
Let’s follow Waldo around the world and see if we can figure out his next adventure. See him next to the Eiffel Tower, a pyramid, and a cathedral—where is he? Learn about the places he visits and try out their local cuisine. Study the transportation systems he uses, from airplanes to trains.

**PROGRAMS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL - HIGH SCHOOL**

**FROM SPORTS TO ACADEMICS**
Camps for students entering 6th–12th grade offer a wide range of programming, from lacrosse to math. Offered in half-day and all-day formats from one week to five weeks in duration, they feature experienced faculty focusing on inquiry-based educational practices. With small class sizes, students are always active participants.

Classes may include:
- Full Year of Geometry
- College Essay
- Entrepreneur Business
- Fashion Design
- Fashion Design
- Fiction Writing
- Financial Literacy
- Critical Thinking
- Lacrosse
- Money Matters
- Music Making
- Volleyball
- Theatre
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**REGISTER ONLINE**
www.oes.edu/summer

**BEFORE CARE AND AFTER CARE AVAILABLE DAILY**
FROM 7:30–9 AM AND FROM 3:30–6 PM

We can provide supervision for all children enrolled in a camp.

**QUESTIONS?**
503-768-3145

**OES 2015 SUMMER PROGRAM • JUNE 15–AUGUST 28**

**CHOOSE FROM OVER 275 CAMPS! COURSE DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ONLINE.**